Flight 1A, Gimié cover, interrupted at Natal
Flight 1A with cachet, Rio backstamp
Flight 33A. Jan. 5, 1936. Cachet touts 100% airmail service weekly
Paraguay dispatch for June 8, flight 1R that was aborted
July 16, 1930, Paris receiving cancel for flight 1R
Crew of the Couzinet 70 “Arc-en-ciel,” flight 2A
Latécoère 300 “Croix du sud”
Bleriot 5190 “Santos Dumont”
Flight 4R. Aéropostale envelope, but cachet reads: Via ‘Air France’
Flight 213A. Poland to Buenos Aires. Sep. 18-23, 1939
Flight 253R. Chile to England. June 7, 1940
4-engine Farman 2200
Casablanca to Dakar, 1923. Stamp depicts Breguet 14 aircraft.
Chile to Argentina, July 18, 1929 flight by Mermoz and Guillaumet
Nice to Buenos Aires, March 1928. Card prepared by the “Association Amicale Aérophilatelique”
March 1928. Casablanca to Buenos Aires.
Nice to Buenos Aires in under 5 days.
Flight 6A. Aug. 30-Sep. 7, 1934. “Via Air France” envelope, Seville dispatch